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Large experimental effort has been devoted for the 

investigation of heavy ion induced reactions in intermediate 

energy regime (10 Mev/u - 100 Mev/u) in the last two decades. 

While at low incident energies the main experimental aspects can 

be understood using mean field descriptions, from 10 MeV/u to 

100 MeV/u transitional features become more important. In this 

transient regime, where the collision speed reaches or surpass s 

the intrinsic Fermi velocity, the interylay between the dinuclear 

mean field and the microscopic effects of two-body collisions is 

more important. At these energies some mechanisms observed at low 

incident energies could still have reminiscences and some 

precursors of high/energy phenomena could appear. These explain 

the variety of the new experimental aspects emphasized in the 

intermediate energy regime and the necessity for more experimental 

information in order to aim their complete understanding. 

Two mechanisms, very well known in traditional heavy ion 

physics - complete fusion and deep inelastic collision, continue 

to play a role also at higher incident energies. While at low 

energies in both these processes the whole projectile and target 

interact and follow the standard dynamics, at higher energies 

part of the nucléons, energy and momentum are removed mainly in 

the first stage of the collision before the remaining heavy 

constituents start ff.sion or deep inelastic processes. This is 

the reason why these processes are called incomplete fusion (IF) 

or incomplete deep inelastic collisions (IDIC). Extensive studies 

have been devoted to the incomplete fusion phenomena /!/. 

An incomplete deep inelastic collision has been coined up to 

now the mechanism where the projectile dus to the deceleration by 

the nuclear friction fores brtsks-up Into two parts corresponding 
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to its underlying cluster structure and only one of the two 

fragments will follow a deep inelastic process. As a consequence 

light alpha-like projectiles have been mainly used in this type of 

studies /2/. 

In the present contribution we present clear evidences that 

at 18.67 Mev/u in 100Mo + 100Mo, 10.34 MeV/u in 1J0Sn • lï0Sn and 

23.75 MeV/u in l00Mo + 100Mo collisions an incomplete deep 

inelastic mechanism similar with the one observed in incomplete 

fusion plays an important role /3/. Such a process gives the 

possibility to study the dynamics of preequilibrium phenomena as a 

function of impact parameter, from head-on to the grazing 

collisions. We performed s complex exclusive measurement /4/ in 

order to study the formation and decay of highly excited nuclei. 

1 ° ° Mo + l °°Mo and l 2°Sn • l20Sn collisions have been measured at 

18.67 MeV/u and respectively 18.34 MeV/u at UNILAC and l0oMo + 

1 ° ° Mo has been investigated with the same experimental set-up at 

23.75 MeV/u at GANIL. 

Due to reasons which will become more transparent later, we 

prefer to analyse t^e velocity diagrams (parallel versus 

perpendicular component) for different mass asymmetries of the 

outgoing two massive fragments (v - 0.0±0.02; 0.5±0.02 and 

0.8±0.02) for the three measured cases /5/. The results are 

presented in Figure 1. The full range of velocities from elastic, 

quasielastic to completely damped events, representative fer a 

dissipative process is present in the velocity diagrams 

corresponding to TJ - 0.00*0.02. The velocity diagrams for 

7) -0.5*0,02 and u^-0.810.02 correspond already to completely 

damped events, the corresponding velocity rings are centered in 

the center of mass velocity and are quite isotropic populated for 

both measured systems at 18 MeV/u. At the largest incident energy 
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measured in the present experiment (l00'4o + l00Mo at 23.75 MeV/u) 

a sizable anisotropy appears for i> • 0.5 and 0.8. This could be a 

consequence of the interaction time which is so short that even 

for the largest energy losses the system has not enough time to 

rotate in order to populate with equal probability all angles in 

the CM-system. 

A velocity diagram representation is not affected by the 

reconstruction procedure which can be used in order to obtain 

other primary quantities and clearly shows that the main features 

of deep inelastic collisions are still present at these incident 

energies. Using a collision between identical nuclei, possible 

preequilibrium emission of nucléons will not change the mean value 

of the center of mass velocity vector /6/. Statistical effects 

could introduce only an extra smearing around the mean value which 

may be the origin of the ellipsoidal shape evidenced in the 

velocity diagrams for the 23.75 MeV/u case. A kinematical 

reconstruction procedure III starts under the hypothesis that the 

heavy detected fragments originate from a dinuclear system which 

conserves the energy, mass and momentum of the ingoing channel. 

This is the case at lower incident energies where this .nethod 

proved its wide applicability. At higher incident energies (215 

MeV/u) as soon as preequilibrium processes start to appear, they 

remove part of the nucléons, energy and momentum, most of them in 

the first stage of the collision. In the second step of the 

interaction, well known mechanisms like fusion or deep inelastic 

processes could take place. As long as they start with modified 

parameters relative to those which characterize the ingoing 

channel they are called incomplete fusion (IF) and incomplete deep 

inelastic collisions (IDIC) /3/. In such cases kinematical 

reconstruction procedure which is based only on the velocity 
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vectors of the heavy fragments could propagate distortions on the 

reconstructed observables. As a consequence, deviations fro» the 

systematics observed at lower incident energies are expected. 

For deep inelastic collisions a <r2 (c2 ) systeaatics as a 

function of TKEL/1 has been found to have a wide applicability 

/8-10/. The first systematics has been done using experimental 

data obtained at lower incident energies (<10 MeV/u /8/). All the 

systems shown the same exponential growth for the charge variance 

as a function of TKEL/1 with a slope of 6.07 h/MeV. Already at 15 

MeV/u where six different systems have been studied /10/ a 

slightly different slope, 5.27 h/MeV, has been observed. The 

charge variance (cr2/(A/Z)2) as a function of TKEL/1 for l00Mo + 

1 °°Mo and 120Sn + 120Sn at highex incident energies measured in 

our last experiment are presented in Figure 2a. The straight line 

corresponds to the systematics found at energies >10 MeV/u /8/. 

Strong deviations from this systematics can be observed. They are 

larger at higher Incident energy and larger energy losses (smaller 

impact parameters). 

In Figure 3 is shown, as a i"nctlon of TKEL, the ratio of the 

3-body (P ) to the sum of 2-body and 3-body (P +P ) cross sections 

at four incident energies 12, 14.7, 18.67 and 23.75 MeV/u /ll/. 

If at 18 MeV/u the deviation from the trends observed at lower 

incident energies is not to striking, at 24 MeV/u it cannot be 

neglected any longer. At higher incident energies, where 

incomplete deep inelastic processes start to appear, a three body 

process originating from a sequential two-step mechanism, with a 

deep inelastic process in the first step, will be affected too. 

To the observed discrepancies, ar. equilibrium emission of 

light particles from the dlnuclear complex during the 

deep inelastic process, could bring a contribution too /12/. The 
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total excitation energy at the end of the deep inelastic 
* 

interaction (E ) will be different if the .life time of the 

dinuclear system is long compared to the decay time associated 

with the evaporation of light particles from the composite system. 

The results of model calculations for the two lifetimes are 

represented in Figure 4, for different incident energies. Such an 

equilibrium particle emission during the deep inelastic step 

decreases the decay probabilities (P ) with TKEL for fully damped 

collisions. Even in a representation P /(P +P ) as a function of 

E /A /12/ which is more significant, the shift observed in Fig. 2 

at higher incident energies still remains. 

The same mechanism incomplete deep inelastic collision, was 

recently proposed in order to explain the experimental trends 

observed in *°Ar + 108Ag reaction at 27 MeV/u /13/. 

We would like to stress here two aspects: 

i) From the observed experimental deviations i3 difficult to 

disentangle between the two preequilibrium contributions - the 

number of particles and their velocity. 

ii) A two step mechanism, where the preequilibrium stage is 

followed by a deep Inelastic process is an approximative 

scenario. In reality, during the interaction, the two type of 

processes coexist with a relative contribution very well 

approximated by a two step process. 

In the second part of this talk we will present the rt mlts 

of some theorc ical calculations and compare them with the 

experimental data. 

Recently, a theoretical approach to heavy ion collisions at 

intermediate bombarding energies which treats both - incomplete 

fusion and multifragmentation has been developed /14/. This model 

explained very well the main facts observed in incomplete fusion 
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experiments for asymmetric systems. As far as the preequilibrium 

emission concerns, the authors used the master equation approach 

of Harp and Miller and parametrized afterwards the number of 
* 

emitted nucléons N and the excitation energy per nucléon G of 

the residual nucleus at time t., (the end of the preequilibrium, 

phase) by the following expressions: 

W - °-96 »*" C1 - exP(" 6.736V3 

and 

c*(t.) - 6.8A"1/3 ^2/3 [1 - exp( ^TT,—>J 
1 * 350»i" * ' 3 

c is the incident energy per nucléon, M is the reduced mass of 

the ingoing channel, A_ is tha target mass. The quantitative 

estimates for linear momentum transfer, percent energy loss and 

the number of preequilibrium emitted nucléons obtained using these 

expressions are in a very good agreement with the experimental 
• 

systematics /l/ and the predictions of other calculations /15,16/. 

In order to take into account the impact parameter dependence 

in such processes a crude approximation would be to include it In 

c. A possible extention of the above parametrization to incomplete 

deep inelastic collisions would be to take into account only the 

available radial energy per nucléon. In the present application, c 

has been calculated as: 

e " <Ecm " V£ " V " 
With such hypothesis we can apply the above equations in order to 

find the number of preequilibrium emitted nucléons and 

corresponding excitation energy oer nucléon which remains in tne 

dinuclear system after the preequilibrium phase. Figure 5 shows 

the result of such calculations for the preequilibrium nucléon 

multiplicity as a function of incident angular momentum for the 

system recently measured by us. There are also included the 
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resulx.3 for :00Mc • I00.-s at 15 MeV/u «u.d TDHF estimates for ,2Mo 

+ 9:!<o at 14.ri MeV/u »h«jr»i those calculations have been performed 

/10/. C:ie Crtn se»: thet the number of preequilibrlum emitted 

fiuclez,r.B tor a {liven syst^M and ir.niienr energy is decreasing fast 

JYc'T central to peripheral col'. Inior.s. yo.r the same incident 

•ji'C'.cfjy per nucl&o», the Amoupt of prompt emitted nucléons is 

ii «oi easing ior heavier projectile-targe*: combination. An 

increasing contribution of th«» '.no-bcly collision term could 

*f«'l̂ in the discrepancy between \.Vn. estimates of TDiiF calculations 

itivj i/; the present model. A kine^tif&l reconstruction procedure 

which stcrts with the measured velocity vectors and conserves the 

initiai ,-DJSS gives a wrong find total kinetic energy value: 

T<E
Wrong "

 (AT * V / ( A 7 + AP ' K e ) T K Cial 

f < f f As a consequence 7KEL - ?K/.~ - TKS „ and TKEL .» vron'j wrong real 
* 

c x (A • A - N ). with thesr. rccipies ve correct the abscisa of 

Figs. 2a and 3. As far as P3/(P_ • ?,,) i3 a number, it does not 

dapend on the correctness of the; reconstruction method. This is 

not true for the width of the mass distribution. The quantity 

whit'.» is not affected by the reconstruction method is the war.j 

asymmetry: 

^ A r A 2 A l /A 2 -1 V » /v j»- l 

A1+A2 A1/A2*l vcm/vcm+1 

As the center of mass velocity vector is not changed in the 

overage by the preequilibrium emission for a symmetric system, 

cm cm vl ^v2 i s a c o r r e c t value obtained from the corresponding 

measured quantities v.a , v2
a . As a consequence: 

,2.wrong ,AT * AP >2 2 real 
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Mow we have all the necessary ingredients to correct the 

experimental values obtained from kinerr̂ ticai reconstruction where 

no preequilibrium effects have been considered and all the 

variables of the ingoing channel have been conserved. In Figure 7.b 

the straight line corresponds to an incomplete deep inelastic 
2 

process which satisfies the <r - TKEL/1 systematics with a 6.07 

h/MeV slope. The o, • and A are the corrected experimental points 

using the above prescription. The agreement between the 

systematica obtained at lower incident energies and the 

experimental results corrected by the assumption of an incomplete 

rieep inelastic process is quite satisfactory. 

In Figure 3 the thick arrows represent the corrected 

experimental points for 23.75 MeV/u. An agreeire-it with the 

experimental results obtained at 12 MeV/u is observed. At large 

TKEL, where the number of preequilibrium emitted particles is 

high, an influence on the three body probability is expected. 

The extention of the nucléon exchange transport model in 

order to Include the preequilibrium emission' ' predicts for the 

central collision of a symmetric system (92Sr • ,3Nb) a total 

multiplicity comparable with the one of the above described 

approximation (if one considers a factor of two by which the 

theory underestimates the experiment). 

A Wigner transformed von-.N'eumann equation for the one-body 

Wigner density matrix with a collision term of the 
/17/ Uehling-Uhlenbeck type ' has been used in order to describe 

100Mo + 100Mo collision at 25 MeV/u /18'19/. T n e theoretical 

predictions and the comparison with the experimental results are 

presented in Figure 6.If the energy removed by the preequilibrium 

emitted particles agrees with the predictions of the previous 

models the number of these particles is about two times less. 
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A semiclassical calculation based on the Landau-Vlgsov 

equation and using a Zamick force reprodiced the experimental 

observations in 4°Ar +108Ag reaction at 27 MeV/u . These 

calculations predicted about twelve nucléons rapidly ejected for 

central collisions. For a heavier projectile and a symmetric 

system the number of preeguilibrium emitted nucléons is expected 

to increase. 

To summarize, in our recent studies of 100Mo + 100Mo and 

120Sn + W 0 S n collisions at 18 MeV/u and 24 MeV/u, strong 

deviations from the systematics obtained at lower incident 

energies are observed. These deviations a~e larger at higher 

incident energy jper nucléon. A similar mechanism with the 

incomplete fusion process but for noncentral collisions - an 

incomplete deep inelastic collision (IDIC) process has been 

supposed to account for the observed discrepancies. 

Such a mechanism gives the possibility to study the dynamics 

of the preequilibrium phenomena as a function of impact parameter 

and presents a challenging testing ground for theoretical models. 

We greatly apprécia_e discussions with C. Ngo. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

F i g . 1 Vele c i t y diagram r e p r e s e n t a t i o n f o r : 

a ) 1 0 0 Mo + 1 0 0 Mo a t 1 8 . 6 7 MeV/u. 

b ) l 2 0 S n + 1 2 0 S n a t 1 8 . 3 4 MeV/u. 

c ) l 0 0 M o + 1 0 0 Mo a t 2 3 . 7 5 MeV/u. 

2 
Fig. 2 a) Experimental charge variances <r as p. function of 

TKEL/1 .The full line corresponds to the systematics 

obtained at lower energies (<10 MeV/u). 

b) The same experimental data where the influence of the 

preequilibrium process on the reconstructed observables 

has bee.it considered. 

Fig. 3 Ratio of 3-body (Pg) to the» sum of 2- and 3-body (P_+P3) 

cross sections at four bombarding energies. 

The thick arrows represent the corrected experimental 

points for 23.75 MeV/u taking into account the 

preequilibrium effects on the kinematically 

reconstructed variables. 

* 

Fig. 4 Predictions of the duration time of the deep inelastic 

step as a function of TKEL for different bombarding 

energies. They are compared with the lifetime for light 

particle emission from the composite system calculated 

with a statistical model. 

http://bee.it
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Fig. 5 Model prediction fer preequilibrium multiplicity as a 

function of relative angular morcjntum. 

Fig. 6 The preequilibrium energy losses predicted by a Quantum 

Mechanical Phase Space Modelf . + Experimental 

result for 100Mo + 100Mo at 23.75 MeV/u. 
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